Sarah Palin
to Speak on
Campus
By Alec Hamer~ Daily Bull

It appears to be that Sarah Palin,
former Governor of Alaska, will
be making a stop on her “paint
the streets red” tour where
she hopes to “really show the
lame-stream media that commonsense conservatism is alive
and well.”
During her stop, there will be
many activities set up around
campus including a free lecture
entitled “Birth Control: it’s not
for everybody” by Bristol Palin.
On top of that Todd Palin is setting up a combination monster
truck rally and gun show in the
SDC. Oh, and Fox News will be
making a heavy appearance to
make sure that only Palin supporters are portrayed in a positive light.
Campus Crusade for Christ will
most surely be around, doing whatever it is they do (I’m
pretty sure it involves chalk and
conversion but I’m not entirely
sure).
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Philosophize Your Doom!

Sudoku

By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Current Daily Bull Dictator

As I write this during my World Mythologies class, I’m being bombarded
by philosophy. Please, somebody,
build a time machine and come back
and save me. It’s out of control. Hurry,
you must use your newfound powers
for good. Save me!

ing to this guest lecturer we’ve got is.
“This is beautiful right here… Look at
what Dionysus did. Wow. That’s pretty
intense.” And so on. I’ve never seen
someone so engrossed with made up
religious interpretation. It’s extremely
excessive, and I’m not learning anything.
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tory lectures just fine. What really kills general consensus as to what people
me is philosophy. I like things as they actually believed. They believed Gaia
are, with only one real answer. Isn’t and Ouranos did their thing, had some
that how things work? Nobody really Titan children, who eventually wound
questions why Napoleon invaded Eu- up being beaten out by the Olympians
rope or Xerxes invaded Greece. They and so on. I like facts. When I signed
just had big egos.
up for this class, I thought I’d be learning
all about these well-worn truths.
These are solid facts, or at least widely
accepted. Philosophy, on the other Unfortunately, I was horribly wrong.
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So there was a 7.2 earthquake in California
on Easter. Talk about Rock Me Sexy Jesus.
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“What’s the point of havin’ a
rapier wit if I can’t use it to stab
people?”
Jeph Jacques
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... Philosiraptor me from front

Yes, we learned ‘facts’ for a few
weeks, but it eventually would
devolve into a philosophical discussion every day. We’d read an
interesting story about Oedipus,
which would then turn into why we
all want to kill our fathers and sleep
with our mothers. Yeah. I never
listen to Freud crazies, especially
when they claim everything can
be interpreted as a giant penis.
For all I care, they can take their silly
little theories about life and down
‘em with a gallon of cyanide. Not
for me.
“This is really interesting… before
508 [BCE], we had certainty. After
399 [BCE], we had philosophy.
Wow. And then tragedy, tragedy
was right in the middle. Certainty,
tragedy, philosophy. Are you seeing this? This is impressive stuff.”
Yeah dude, keep your pants on.
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Do philosophers realize they’re
completely full of themselves?
Maybe instead of thinking about
life and past events’ “real” meanings, they should think about how
useful they are towards progressing
our society. Then, when they find
out they’re good for absolutely nil,
they’ll all swim out to sea and leave
us alone, saving Earth’s oxygen for
people who actually do things for
a living.
It doesn’t help that it’s a beautiful day and I have stuff to do. It
doesn’t help that he’s in love with
his lecture. It doesn’t help I’ve had a
strong prejudice against philosophy
since I was, say, two. Is there and
good to say about it? Of course
not. Think about it – if you were in
my place and someone invented
a time machine with potential to
save you, would you want them to
debate whether it is morally right,
even for a good cause? No! You
want them to save you right now
before your brain collapses from
philosophical exhaustion.
So please, future time travelers, have
mercy upon our poor souls. And
please, philosophers, just give it up.
Nobody wants to hear it.

will be about, participating in a practice
known as “teabagging” that has deep origins going back about 1 year. According
to Wikipedia teabagging is “the act of a
man placing his scrotum in the mouth of
a sexual partner,” more power to them.
Along with all the hype comes the op-

position. Keith Olbermann went on
record saying, “If the American people
ever want to circumvent the discombobulating customs of the right, we must
never forget the tyranny that the previous
administration imposed upon this picturesque country and her inhabitants.” I
don’t even know what that means. Michael Moore came out of the woodwork, only to be pushed right back in.
And it seems that Al Gore released a
public statement expressing his concern
for the amount of CO2 emitted by Palin’s
tour bus as he sat comfortably in his private jet.
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Ruben Rants: The Pussi-fication of Scary Things
By Ruben Garcia~ Daily Bull

Vampires, werewolves, dragons. World, these things are supposed to be scary.
SCARY! Not sparkling pent-up Mormon orgasms, prepubescent man-children, or
colorful cat/bee like object. These things are supposed to be scary! I am sorry, but
I just saw How To Tame Your Dragon, and it was a good movie. But half-way in the
movie between where the dragon rolled around in grass that got him higher than
All in all it’s going to be an interesting a kite and when he returned to the “hive” to feed the queen, a realization hit me.
week.
I used to think dragons were cool, not cute. Fire-breathing beasts that could destroy
an entire village with an unfortunate bit of indigestion. Those are dragons, not this
friendship-laden claptrap. Yes yes, I sound like a crotchety old man. But think about
it. What was the last SCARY movie you saw. And I mean scary as in fear, not gorescary like Saw XXXVVII or Turista [I actually got my money back for that one]. Ok now
lets narrow that list a tad more, did ANY of them contain vampires, werewolves or
dragons? I thought not. I rest my case, QED.
Let’s have a horror Renaissance ok? A count teaching my kids how to....well...count.
Ok, fine. A vampire now attempting to seduce my daughter now that he has taught
her how to count? Not ok. A dragon teaching the values of friendship, ok. An entire
series of television shows showing said friendship in action every. single. day. no. [I
am looking at you Puff]. So just keep in mind, it’s a slippery slope out there.

